3. Prepositions

Read and match:

- In
- On
- At

Look and write:

Read and complete:

- It’s ___ the box.
- It’s ____ the chair.
- He’s ____ the door.
Reorder words to form a sentence and punctuate:

is - the rabbit - the bag - in

the bag - the books - are - in

the - table - is - book - the - on

at - the bottom - is - the flower - the page - of

Write a sentence using (in – on – at):

(toy – box)

(Ahmed – door)
Read and complete using (under – between – in front of – behind)

The cat

The apple

The ball

The cat
The children are ............ the park. They are sitting .......... the mat. ............... have some fruits .......... the basket. .......... black cat is in the bag. It is ................. the tree and .......... big chair. The ball is ................. the chair. There is another cat sitting ............... the chair and a dog ............it. The children are watching ........beautiful bird. It is ............ the tree. They like having picnics.